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Lying Through Their Teeth: Health Officials Know Vaccines Don’t Stop Transmission but Talk
About ‘A Pandemic of the Unvaccinated’

By Vasko Kohlmayer, September 29, 2021

If this were a “pandemic of the unvaccinated,” it would be the unvaccinated who would be
getting infected and dying in overwhelming numbers. This, however, is demonstrably not
the case.

Video: The 2021 Worldwide Covid Crisis: Prof. Michel Chossudovsky

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, September 29, 2021

The  unspoken  truth  is  that  the  virus  provides  a  pretext  and  a  justification  to  powerful
financial interests and corrupt politicians to precipitate the entire World into a spiral of mass
unemployment, bankruptcy, extreme poverty and despair.

Video:  Sofia  Benharira,  16  Years  Old,  Dies  Following  Pfizer  “Vaccine”,  Two  Heart  Attacks,
Thrombosis. May She Rest in Peace.

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, September 28, 2021

Student  at  the  Lycée  Valabre  de  Luynes-Gardannem,  Aix-en-Provence,  Sofia  Benharira
passed away on September 21,  7 days after having received the deadly Pfizer vaccine. This
is happening all over the World: Children and adolescents are dying.

Why Are Americans Being Coerced to Submit to Injection with a Dangerous Substance that
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Is Known Not to Protect Against COVID but to Cause Death and Serious Health Injuries?

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, September 29, 2021

What explains the Vaccine Mandates?  It is known that the vaccine does not protect—thus
masks and booster shots—but it does kill and maim.  Why are they determined to kill and
maim us?

Video:  Nurse Whistleblower:  Vaccines & Remdesivir  Are Killing and Maiming,  Not  Fake
Variant

By The Liberty Beacon, September 29, 2021

An anonymous nurse whistleblower, ‘Sarah’, speaks to Stew Peters about what she’s seeing
in the US hospital  she works at  regarding the injured patients coming in.  Her general
perception  about  who  is  injured  and  why  confirms  the  impressions  of  UK  funeral  director
John O’Looney that we reported on yesterday.

U.S Army Physician Warns About Toxic Ingredients in COVID Shots

By Joel S. Hirschhorn, September 29, 2021

This  article  celebrates  the  amazing  bravery  of  a  physician  and  senior  military  officer
attacking the evil stupidity and anti-science character of the public health establishment. 
Standing up to the coercive mandates to force COVID vaccine shots for large segments of
the population that have far more risks than benefits from them.

US Congress Outlines New Phase of  Economic Attacks and Hybrid War on Nicaragua’s
Sandinista Government

By Ben Norton, September 29, 2021

The US Congress invited neoconservative regime-change strategists to discuss the next
stage of hybrid warfare on Nicaragua’s Sandinista government, which will  likely involve
creating an economic blockade, refusing to recognize the legitimacy of President Daniel
Ortega,  and  borrowing  tactics  the  Trump  administration  used  in  its  coup  attempt  in
Venezuela.

Why Are We Vaccinating Children Against COVID-19?
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By Ronald N Kostoff, Daniela Calina, and et al., September 29, 2021

This article examines issues related to COVID-19 inoculations for children. The bulk of the
official  COVID-19-attributed deaths per  capita  occur  in  the elderly  with high comorbidities,
and the COVID-19 attributed deaths per capita are negligible in children.

Freedom Prevails: COVID Data Shows ‘Public Health’ Mandates Only Harm People

By Jordan Schachtel, September 29, 2021

Excess deaths data tell us an incredible tale. Sweden has been largely open and free from
any restrictions for 15 months and counting, and Stockholm has seen virtually *zero* excess
deaths from the “deadly pandemic.”

FDA Knew COVID Vaccines Would Lead to Severe Adverse Events, Sanitized Info Was Given
to People to Prevent Vaccine-hesitancy

By COVID Call to Humanity, September 29, 2021

In this interview with Brannon Howse, Dr. Ardis reveals to us shocking information. As early
as October 2020, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) knew that the COVID vaccines
could  lead  to  numerous  side  effects  including  Guillain-Barré  syndrome,
myocarditis/pericarditis,  autoimmune  disease,  pregnancy  and  birth  outcomes,
thrombocytopenia,  and  vaccine  enhanced  disease.

Videos: Israelis Rise Up Against Vaccine Passports After Being Told More Shots Needed to be
Considered ‘Fully Vaccinated’

By Steve Watson, September 29, 2021

Protests  have  finally  erupted  in  Israel  as  it  has  slowly  dawned  on  people  there  that  the
goalposts  for  vaccine  passports  keep  being  shifted  by  the  government.

Justice Centre Gives Ontario Final Warning over Vax Passports

By Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms, September 29, 2021

The Justice Centre has notified the Province that it will file a legal action should Ontario fail
to halt its unconstitutional discrimination against those who have not yet chosen to receive
the experimental vaccines.
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Over 7,000 Doctors and Scientists Sign “Rome Declaration” Accusing COVID Policy-Makers
of ‘Crimes Against Humanity’

By Debra Heine, September 29, 2021

A “Physicians’ Declaration” produced by an international alliance of physicians and medical
scientists strongly condemns the global strategy to treat COVID, accusing policy-makers of
potential “crimes against humanity” for preventing physicians from providing life-saving
treatments for their patients and suppressing open scientific discussion.
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